Laserform
Market-leading Form Software
Laserform is widely regarded as one of the most respected
providers of electronic legal forms, digital submissions and
checklists to the legal sector.
The Laserform software solution offers over
2,000 legal practices, from sole practitioners to
the Top 100, multiple time-saving and accuracyboosting features, assisting users to work with
both speed and accuracy.

Laserform Hub

Laserform contains multiple efficiency and risk
management functions including: PDF emailing
facility, Context Sensitive Help, expandability,
clause libraries & autotexting, complex
calculations, Word text editing including legal
numbering, automatic databases, template
forms creation, easy searching and navigation,
screen notes function, forms toolbar shortcuts
and forms bundle.

Whilst government agencies provide digital
submissions portals, they are geared to
occasional use and lack the features and
performance that firms need to drive efficiency.

Laserform Library
The comprehensive library of over 2,300 of
the most regularly used and non-prescribed
forms covers all legal areas, including a range of
forms specifically for use in Scotland and Wales,
and Laserform offer a bespoke forms creation
service, upon request.
With such a broad range of forms available
Laserform includes an Automatic Update service
to ensure the latest are used.

Laserform

The world is going digital, and so are forms. In
2011 the government announced its Digital by
Default strategy changing the way that legal
forms would be submitted.

“Laserform has a
wide range of forms &
productivity aids are
constantly being added
and existing features
enhanced.”

The new Laserform Hub solves this problem. It
has been designed with you and for you, with
additional features to reduce form completion
times, manage compliance, and provide valuable
reporting information.
IHT400+
IHT400+ comprises all 25 HMRC IHT400s, linked
together as one intelligent file for automatic data
population and calculation. Forms are easily
accessed and linked using the hyperlinked index.
As information relating to the deceased is added
or amended to the IHT400, it automatically
filters through to the supplemental forms and
calculates the inheritance tax due on the estate.
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Laserform
LFormInet
Laserform is also available in browser
based format, LFormInet, for intranet based
organisations who need their forms application
delivered to them via a browser.
LFormInet allows for the distribution within your
practice of only the most recent and relevant
electronic forms direct to your users on demand
from a single central source.
FormHelpAdmin
An additional module to Laserform is
FormHelpAdmin, a unique in the industry help
facility.
FormHelpAdmin allows your Laserform users to
press F1 from anywhere within a form and be
presented with relevant information and files
that have been created in-house by PSLs or
knowledgeable legal experts.
This easily accessible knowledge assistsing
the completion of forms by linking instantly to
guidance on in-house style, know-how, clause
libraries and knowledge bases.
LitPro Checklists
LitPro procedural knowledge management
checklists provide step-by-step guidance
throughout all stages of the litigation process,
which ensures that key steps are taken at the
right time in the right way, minimising mistakes.

They can be used as a reference tool or
populated with fee earner comments, inhouse
knowledge, barristers’ advice and supervisors’
notes. All checklists can also incorporate
hyperlinks direct to know-how, relevant forms,
legal compliance websites and other relevant
websites.
A fully completed checklist offers a
comprehensive snapshot of all in-progress
cases within your practice, including which
actions have been completed and which are still
outstanding.
Such information is accessed instantly, assisting
both fee earners and supervisors to review and
track case progress.
Complimentary Support Services
Laserform’s complementary support services
include full support through implementation
and beyond, online services for immediate
forms downloads, and advanced information
services, which provide early notice of form
changes along with timescales for implementing
change.
You have free access to Laserform’s technical
help desk and dedicated customer care team, to
assist you with any technical or account-related
enquiries.
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